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Foreword

T

HE story told in these
pages is in all essentials the same as that told by
the exhibits and charts in the
Yfayside Museum of Archaeology,
Grand Canyon National Park,
Arizona,
It is the story of prehistoric man in the American
Southwest and his ancestors in
other
parts of the world.
Special attention is given to
the evidences of prehistoric
man living in and near the
Grand Canyon,
The illustrations represent charts, models and specimens in the Wayside Museum of
Archaeology,
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PREHISTORIC MAN IN THE SOUTHWEST
By
Harry T. Getty,
University of Arizona
Introduction

W

HEN the earth's history is divided into its five great
chapters, we see that man has played a relatively brief
role, appearing only in the latter part of the fifth chapter.
Compared with the period of our recorded history the earliest
forms of man are indeed ancient; some of the earliest types
lived a million or more years ago. However, speaking in terms
of the earth's history, man is a recent development, climaxing
the long line of animal life forms.
The skeletal remains of the earliest forms of man yet
discovered have been found thus far only on the continents of
the Old World - Asia, Africa, Europe.
The plaster model seen
at the left side of Plate I represents the skull of modern
man.
The other four skulls represent groups of primitivo
people who lived in Europe at different times during the Great
Ice Age, the Pleistocene period.
During this Ice Age, which
began about a million years ago, groups of very primitive
people were also developing in Asia and Africa.
As one can
see in Plate I, proceeding from right to left, the shape of
the skull changed, each group becoming more like modern man.

Modern
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PROBABLE. MIGRATION ROUTES
INTO NORTH AMERICA — -

P l a + f r - TZ
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There were bodily changes occurring along with the changes in
skull shapes.
Tools, weapons and clothes were steadily improved.
Each group was more advanced physioally and culturally than those preceding.
Since the early types of man developed on the continents
of the Old World, the question arises - How did man get to the
New World, to the Americas?
The evidence now at hand indicates that man moved into
America from Asia, crossing over from Siberia into Alaska.
These early men were hunters following the animals that roamed
from Asia into Amerioa, slowly drifting on south through the
Americas,
How long ago this migration started is not known.
Approximately 40,000 years ago a land bridge connected Siberia
and Alaska,
This bridge slowly disappeared, until today the
tips of Alaska and Siberia are separated by 55 miles of water,
which is easily crossed when frozen over.
The migration
routes, shown on Plate II, extending through Alaska and northwestern Canada were open for a while about 70,000 years ago,
then closed) open again about 40,000 years ago, and again
closed; open finally about 20,000 years ago and have remained
open since then.
From the time these migrations started,
down to the present time, large and small groups have crossed
over from Asia to America at irregular intervals.
Slowly but
steadily the Americas beoame populated long before Europeans
even thought of a New World.
Very little is known about the earliest people who came
to America.
At a few places in North America there have been
found the chipped stone dart points used by the early immigrants.
Such finds have been made at Folsom, New Mexico, and
at Gypsum Cave in southeastern Nevada.
Some stone points
recently unearthed are probably older even than the Folsom and
Gypsum Cave material.
In some oases the points were found
with the skeletons of animals now extinot - the mammoth,
mastodon, a variety of bison, musk-ox and ground sloth as indicated in Plate III,
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A/though if had fong been suspecfed thof man was a contemporary
with many extinct an/mats fhaf roamed North America thousands of
gears ago if has not been unfit recent pears that this he/ief was
verified by the discoveries of human artifacts and remains in
direct association with these extinct animafs. This chart
indicates
some of the authenticated
finds and liiusfrates
the types of
animafs with whom nnc/enf man
associafed.
-Plate III.
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The Basket-Makers

T

IT the area which today includes northern Arizona,
southern Utah, southwestern ITevada, the northwestern
corner of Sew Kexioo, and the southwestern corner of Colorado,
the earliest group -whom wo can identify as a distinct people
we call the Basket-makers,
This name has been applied to
those people because one of their burial customs was the placing of a basket, upside dorm, over the face of the dead person.
The uso of the name does not mean that the people preceding
and following the Basket-makers did not maize and use baskets.
What these people called themselves vre cannot know, as they
apparently had no written language.

Plate IVa
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The Basketmakers were medium-sized
and
rather
slender
(See Plate IVa).
Their heads were
long and narrow,
as shown in Plate
IVb, larking the
prominent cheekbones
of lator
groups
in
the
Southwest. Their
skin
color was
probably
brown
and
their hair
dark,
The Basketmakers have been
arbitrarily
divided into three
groups known as
the Hunter, Farmer , and Potter
Basket-makers, or
3asket-maker
I,
II,
and
III.
Ju3t as there is
no lino separating the Basketmakers from those
people preceding
them, there are no hard and fast lines separating the three
groups, one blending into the other.
We do not know when the
Hunter Basket-makers arrived in the Southwest, but vre do know
they reached their highest development sometime before 1 A.D.j
the Farmers between 1 A.D. and 400 A.D.; and the Potters between 400 A.D. and 700 A.D.*

*The dates for these Basket-maker periods are
tentative, "out are in accord vrith the results of recent tree-ring studies.
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Hunter Basket-Makers
Basket-Maker I Period

T

HE term Hunter is applied to the earliest Basket-makers
because it is believed they depended chiefly on hunting
for their food supply. To the meat thus obtained they probably added seeds, nuts, berries and other fruits and vegetables.
As a result of the nomadic life they led, following game
from place to place, the Hunter Basket-makers probably had no
definite homes.
They must have taken shelter in cavos, or
when necessary, erected brush shelters in the open.
Since
these nomadic people left practically nothing in the way of
houses, tools, weapons, or clothing, we have very little information about them.
Farmer Basket-Makers
Basket-Maker II Period

F

ROM people living south of them the Basket-makers obtained maise or corn and learned how to raise it.
As
they learned to raise larger crops, thoy became more dependent
on farming for their food supply. The Hunters became Farmers.
They were forced to settle down to some extent in order to
raise their crops.
Apparently, they still built homes of a
perishable nature, as we find no remains of their houses, and
there is no evidence that they lived in caves for any longth
of time.
They did dig storage pits in the oaves for their
corn and other food supplies, covering them with poles, brush
and mud (See Plate V ) .
These pits were also used as graves,

Plate V, Farmer Bavket- Maker Storage Pit
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and it is from the burials and burial offerings plaoed in
these graves that we have obtained our knowledge of these
people and their culture.
Their more settled life and more abundant food supply
gave the Farmer Basket-makers time to devoto to their
handicrafts which the Hunter Basket-makers did not have.
From
plant fibers they made rope, cord, fine string, baskets made
with a ooiling technique, bags made by intertwining cords,
snares and nets for catching small animals.
Their clothing
consisted of sandals made by plaiting strips of yucca leaves
or by intertwining cords, a small loin cloth for the men,
short apron-like skirts for the women, and fur robes or blankets made of cords wrapped with strips of fur.
Their tools
and weapons consisted of planting sticks, broad digging sticks,
bone awls or punohes, chipped stone blades, wooden clubs, and
short spears which were hurled with the aid of an atlatl
(at'lattle), or spear-thrower.
They ground their corn into meal on the metate (matata),
a large troughed stone, in which a small handstone, the mano
(mano), was moved back and forth.
Toward the latter part of their period, the Farmer Basketmakers made crude vessels of mud, with cedar bark binding
material.
They were sun-dried, not baked.
These vessels
were the forerunners of true pottery in the Basket-maker area.
Potter Basket Makers
Basket-Maker III Period

T

HE crude, sun-dried mud vessels of the Farmer Basketmakers gradually developed into the true pottery of the
Potter Basket-makers.
Since true pottery is baked with intense heat it became necessary to use sand or pulverized rock
as binding material instead of bark or fibers which would burn
out.
Some of the small gray or white bowls were decorated
with crude, simple designs in black paint.
(See Plate VIII),
From this time on, pottery-making was a major industry in the
Southwest.
The Potter Basket-makers lived in structures which we
call pithouses, similar to that shown in Plate VI. These were
apparently developed from the storage pits of the Farmers.
They dug circular, oval or rectangular pits about three feet
deep and about eight feet across and over them built super-
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structures of polos, brush and mud.
These pithouses were
clustered in villages, located either in large caves or in
open country.

Plate VI

Piihou/e

The cultivated products now included several varieties of
corn, squash and beans.
Late in this period the bow and arrow began to replace
the atlatl cr spear thrower, end spear as the main weapon.
The very simple clothing
shown in Plate IV,

worn

by the

Basket-makers

is

Pueblo Indians

D

UEI5IG the seventh century A.D., a new group of people,
coming from the north and northeast, began moving into
the area occupied by the Easket-makers.
These new people we
know as the Puebloans.
The word "pueblo" is a Spanish word
meaning "village", and is applied to these people and to the
large compact villages which they learned to build.
The majority cf the skeletons which have been unearthed
from burials made in the Basket-maker region during tho seven-
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th century A.D. have the typical long-headed skulls of the
Basket-makers, Some, however, have rounder skulls, indicating
the presence of a small number of the newcomers, the Pueblo
Indians,
Gradually, more and more of the Puebloans came into
the Basket-maker region until they became the dominant people.
The Pueblo Indians were shorter and stockier than the
Basket-makers, Furthermore, the round skulls of the Puebloans
show a flattening on the baok not seen on the Basket-maker
skulls.
This was caused by fastening the babies in hardbacked cradles.
The physical differences between the two
groups can be seen in Plate IV,
The development of the Pueblo people is divided into five
periods that we know as Pueblo I, II, III, IV, and V,
They
progressed during the first three periods, reaching the peak
of their development between 1100 and 1300 A.D.
The fourth
period was one of decline, preceding the modern or fifth
period.
The modern Pueblo Indians include the Hopi (Ho'pee)
of northern Arizona, the Zuni of western New Mexico, and the
various groups living near Albuquerque and Santa Fe in the Rio
Grande valley.
The People of Pueblo I Period
700 A. D. to 900 A. D.

B

Y the end of the seventh oentury A.D. enough of the
Pueblo people had arrived in the Basket-maker area to
oause a noticeable change in everyday life.
The next 150
years was a period of change and unrest.
This penetration by
the Pueblo people probably was not entirely peaceful; there
must have been frequent conflicts between the established
Basket-makers and the newcomers.
The Puebloans took over the
farming, pottery-making and house-building industries of the
Basket-makers, improved on them and added new features.
In the main part of the Basket-maker area the rather deep
pithouses of the Basket-makers gave way to houses in which the
floors were sunk slightly below the ground level.
The major
part of the new house was above ground and built of poles,
brush and mud.
Toward the end of this period the house-walls
were built up of masonry, slabs or blocks of stone laid up in
mud mortar.
Structures were built with several adjoining
rooms.
In the southern and western parts of the area pithouses continued, with the pits dug deeper, and with holes in
the roofs for entries.
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Pueblo
V (Modem
red and brown

on

Hopi)
cream

Pottery was now
built up of coils of
moist clay, a technique begun by the
Potter Basket-maker.
Pueb/o
11/
Bowl
(OldHop/)
brown
on
uel/ow Bowls, jars, pitchers and ladles were
the more common vessels
(Plate VII).
Pueb/o
///,
Ladle
In addition to the
b/ook
on
while
plain gray vessels
some had designs on
a white surface and
Pueb/o
///,
Bowl
others had similar
black and while on red designs on a
red
surface.
Instead
of letting the natPueblo

III
Pilch er

ural color of the
vessels
form
the
background for the
designs,
the surfaces were now covered with thin white
or red paints and
then
the
designs
painted on. Vessels
used over the fire
were not decorated
(Plate VIII).

Boskel-maker
plain
P L A T E VII

b/ack

Pueb/o

II

Pueblo

III
qrau

BASKET-MAKER

on

while

Bowl
black

I,

on

while

Pitcher
black

Baskei-maker
black
& PUEBLO

III
on
arau

POTTERY

One of the most important new features of the Pueblo period was the introduction of cotton, which was spun and woven
into cloth.
Cotton cloth largely replaced fur and feather
cloth for clothing.
Very fine sandals with round toes, made
like those of the Potter Basket-makers, were worn.
Another
new weaving technique was seen in baskotry in the form of
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a shallow, tray-like basket.
types of weaving.

See Plate VIII

for these new

No./, Square-foe
sandal.
Basketmaker
No.2. Pound-foe
sandal.
Pueblo
No. 3, Coil-weave
basketrufragment
No. 4, HI faker-weave
basketry
-fragment
No Band6,
Diagonal weave mattingfragment
No. 7, Coarse cloth of yucca
fiber
No. S and S, Cotton
cloth
PLATE

VIII, S A N D A L S , B A S K E T S

A N D CLOTH

A new implement was the polished stone ax, which had a
central groove for the binding on of a handle (See Plate X ) ,
The wild turkey 'was domesticated, chiefly for its feathers, although there is some evidence that turkey was eaten at
times.
Prior to this time, the dog had been the only domesticated creature in the Southwest.
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The People of Pueblo II Period
900 A. D. to 1100 A. D.

T

HE d i s t i n g u i s h i n g f e a t u r e of t h i s period v/as the vri.despread d i s t r i b u t i o n of s n a i l v i l l a g e s .
The general
type of dwelling was the u n i t or " s i n g l e clan" house, such
s t r u c t u r e s containing from four to ten adjoining s i n g l o - s t o r y
rooms.
The walla were g e n e r a l l y b u i l t of stone masonry.
Usually each
unit
s t r u c t u r e had alongside i t a sunken,
c i r c u l a r ceremonial
chamber, which
we
know as the "kiva"
(keova),
the name
used by the p r e s e n t da3>- Hopi Indians of
northern
Arizona.
Religious ceroraonies
centered
in
and
around
the
kiva,
which v/as b u i l t l i k e
the old
pithouses.
The modern pueblos P l a t e IX House of Pueblo II Period
A/ote iva//s of sfone
masonru
s t i l l have k i v a s .

Pottery-making t e c h niques were improved. On
cooking vessels the c o i l s
were l e f t v i s i b l e on the
exterior,
and i n d e n t a t i o n s were sometimes made
on the c o i l s .
All other
vessels
were
smoothed
over on the e x t e r i o r .
/,2,3,

Sfone

axes.

•4J Sfone

/fee.

S. Sfone/o/'pe,
6. Arrow- s/iaff
poi/sher.
7& 8
Arrow-beods
P l a t e X.
S t o n e Articleu-

Only minor changes
were made in the various
branches of weaving and
in
the implements and
vre apons.
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The People of Pueblo III Period
1100 A. D. to 1.500 A. D.

T

HIS period represents the peak of Pueblo development,
the golden age of the Pueblo people, and also the highest level of prehistoric culture in the area now included in
the United States.
The people lived in the widespread small villages of the
previous period now began to concentrate in large centers.
This movement was largely due to pressure by the more nomadic
people to the north, east and west of the Pueblo area.
The
concentration in the eastern part of the area took place early
in this period, while that in the west was later.
Great
pueblos, some containing several hundred rooms and rising three
or four stories in height, were built on mesa tops, on canyon
floors, and in large caves.
Those pueblos built in the large
caves, such as Cliff Palace at Mesa Verde, aro commonly knovm
as cliff dwellings (see cover) and the inhabitants as "cliff
dwellers".
These "cliff dwellers", however, were Pueblo people.
Outstanding examples of the ruins of thi3 period are to
be seen in the national Parks and Monuments of the Southwest.
Since most of the large centers were more or less isolated, specialisation became pronounced.
This was particularly
true in the manufacture of pottery.
The larger centers had
definite stylos, which were so characteristic that most vessels
tell at once their places of origin (See Plate VII). Pottery
decoration now involved the use of more than two colors -polychrome decoration.
Specialized types of masonry were used in construction in
different areas.
Even kiva styles became localized.
Complicated religious ceremonies were developed.
Modern
Pueblo ceremonies are more or less altered forms of the prehistoric rituals.
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Advances
were made in
all the arts
and industries.
Elaborate
weaves
were
worked
out in cotton
cloth on the
looms. Several types of
sandal3
and
baskets were
woven.
The
troughed gri)' Spin ni no Stick. £ IVeoi/ino Stick. 3 Bone Aw is nding stones
were replaced
4 Bone F/ak/na Toot for shaping stone
p/octes
by flat ones
Plate XI- W o o d &. Bone Implement/
that were set
in bins.
Several varieties of flint and flour corn were now
grown.
Plate IVa shows the type of clothing worn by the
Pueblo people of this period.

The People of Pueblo IV Period
1300 A. D. to 1700 A. D.

T

HE decline which took place during this period was due
to several things. We know that at the end of the 13th
century there was a drought period of 23 consecutive years,
1276-1299, which seriously weakened the Pueblo people and
caused the abandoning of many of the larger centers. Internal
difficulties and strife between the large centers probably
weakened them 3till more.
Exhausted as they were, and with
probably little cooperation between centers, they were able to
offer but little resistance to the more active nomads who were
raiding them.
Some of the harassed Puebloans moved south into the mountainous section in what is now central Arizona, and
others moved southeast into the Rio Grande valley.
The construction of Oraibi, Walpi and Shongopovi, three
Hopi pueblos, began with the opening of the 15th century.
Oraibi (Ory'bee) has the distinction of being the oldest continuously inhabited town in the United States,
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The shifting of population outlined above extended through the first part of this period, from about 1300 to 1540,
ending with the arrival of the Spaniards in the Southwest.
The revolt of the Pueblo people against the Spaniards in 1680
and their subjugation bring this period to a close.
The political decline of the Puebloons was accompanied by
an equally sharp cultural decline.
There were no advances in
the various arts and industries, and articles were of generally inferior quality, with the exception of pottery. Very good
pottery was made in the villages in the mountainous region to
the south and in the newly established Hopi villages.

The People of Pueblo V Period
1700 A. D. to the Present Time

I

N northern Arizona the Hopi are the modern descendants,
of the prehistoric Pueblo people.
The name Hopi means
"peaceful people".
The more nomadic Navaho have called then
the "I.loki", which means "dead people", referring to their settled, peaceful life.
They are located on three mesas about
75 miles (airline) northeast of Flagstaff, Arizona, and about
the same distance (airline) east of the Grand Canyon.
They
live in eleven pueblos or villages.
In western New Mexico and in the Rio Grande Valley, there
are the pueblos of Zuni, Acoma, Laguna, Santo Domingo, Santa
Clara, San Ildefonso, Isleta, Taos and several others.
The
homes of these Pueblo people and the things they make are like
those of the Hopi.
Practically all these pueblos produce
pottery, "ilver and turquoise jewelry, some basketry, and do a
great deal of 7/eaving.
The Pueblo people have been influenced considerably by
the rThite Man.
His food supplies now form a considerable
part of the Puebloan's daily diet, and his metal tools have
replaced their stone tools. White Man's clothes are used extensively, and in the Pueblo homes may be seen modern cooking
utensils, stoves, sewing machines,' and occasionally a phonograph or radio.
The Navaho, who live in northeastern Arizona and northwestern New Mexico, are an entirely different type of Indian,
not related to the Puebloans.
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Prehistoric Life at the Grand Canyon

P

REHISTORIC man did live in and around the Grand Canyon,
Thus far, we have only little evidence of the Basketmakers who lived in the region, but there is considerable evidence of the Pueblo people.
Over three hundred pueblo ruins have been found within
the ares of Grand Canyon Rational Park.
In general these
ruins are small; there were no large populous centers.
Some
are small oliff ruins located in caves or under the shelter of
rook ledges down in the walls of the canyon.
Small nooks and
recesses down on the sides of the canyon were walled in to
form storage places for food supplies.
The majority of the
ruins, however, are of the surface type and ore located on
both the north and south rims of the canyon.
Material obtained from these ruins indicates that these
Grand Canyon people carried on farming, did weaving, made
baskets and pottery, performed religious ceremonies, and lived
in the same manner as the other Pueblo people of the Southwest.

Tusayan Ruin

T

HE Wayside Museum of Archaeology at Grand Canyon
National Park is located beside the ruin of a pueblo
which was built about 1200 A.D. during the third period of
Pueblo development.
Plate XII shows two parts of this ruin,
as it appears today after excavation.
Plate XIII shows a
plaster model of the ruin, illustrating how the pueblo probably looked when it was inhabited, about 700 years ago.
The
ruin is now called Tusayan, after the name of the Pueblo Provance of Tusayan.
what it was called by its inhabitants we
do not know.
This pueblo was small, as were most of them in this region, and was shaped like a broad U, facing south and west,
with walls built of rough blocks of stone laid up in nud
mortar.
It was two stories high in the central portion where
the living rooms were located, four on the ground floor and
threo more forming the second story.
The two wings of the
U-shaped structure contained one kiva and ten or more single
story store-rooms. There was also another kiva detached from,
but alongside the pueblo.
Normally, a ruin this small would
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Plate

XII

TUSAYAN

RUIN

NEAR,

THE

WAYSIDE

MUSEUM

—

Excavated section af living rooms corresponding to centra/ section of the model *-

LEFT— The

tf/i/a

or
Ceremonial'ffoom.shown
in tower rigktcorner of the
model Plate XIII

The firepit is in the center. The two upright sfone slabs extend/rig
into the room af the left form one side of a vent/lating passagethru
the watt. Xrocmd the right side is a low tench of earth and stone •
Beside the bench is the charred rema/ns of an or/g/nat roof support.
The darM spot to the r/ght of'the firepit fs a stone slab covertng a hote in
the ftoor known as the swopu,reprcsenhng the underworldpassageway.
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P l a t e XIII. MODEL OF T U S A Y A N RuiN

(RESTORED)

The /oiv rooms af the two ends are storage rooms. The
two -story centra/'section contains the tii/ing rooms.Tntrence
was gained hi/ means 0/ /adders anat hoies in the roof.
The two A/das or ceremonial rooms are the circaiarnooms
with //at roofs. One is shown in the tower right-hand corner.
See P/ate XII for corresponding parts of the rain.
have only one k i v a , but apparently t h e kiva b u i l t i n t o the.
s t r u c t u r e burned out and t h e second one was b u i l t t o take i t s
place.
The population of t h i s pueblo probably numbered between
twenty-five and t h i r t y p e o p l e , and t h e period of occupation
probably covered anywhere from t e n t o twenty-five y e a r s ,
approximately one g e n e r a t i o n .
This estimate of time i s based
on t h e depth of t h e grooves or troughs i n t h e metates ( g r i n d i n g - s t o n e s ) , t h e f a c t t h a t no discarded metates were found,
the s m a l l , shallow rubbish mound and t h e lack of b u r i a l s .
Since t h e e l e v a t i o n along t h e south rim of t h e Grand Canyon i s about 7,000 f e e t and t h e w i n t e r s a r e r a t h e r s e v e r e , i t
i s q u i t e p o s s i b l e t h a t t h i s pueblo and others along t h e canyon
rim were occupied only during t h e warmer months of t h e y e a r .
In t h i s case the occupants would move t o lower, warmer country
during t h e vrinter months.
The people from t h i s pueblo and t h e other pueblos of t h e
region apparently abandoned t h e i r homes during t h e e a r l y p a r t
of the 13th century and moved 125 miles n o r t h e a s t , where s e v e r a l l a r g e pueblos were developing.
D i f f i c u l t y i n weathering
drought periods and pressure from nomadic people probably
caused t h e migration from t h i s a r e a .
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A Helpful Selected Reading List

By Louis Schellbach,
Junior Park Naturalist

B

ELIEVING a list of selected references might be desirable for the general reader and also to fulfill requests of visitors at the Wayside Museum of Archaeology for
names of other publications dealing with the subject ~ the
following small selected reading list is added.
It in no way attempts to cover the subject fully, but
strives to give the general reader a basis or picture of the
field with the least possible effort at technical and scientific reading.
Additional bibliographies, references and reading Ii3t3
will be found in some of the publications listed here.
The list is arbitrarily divided under five subject heads
which it is believed will be found useful.
THE

A P P R O A C H

MAGIC SPADES: The romance of archaeology.
Ralph Van Deman and Emily Cleveland Davis
H. Holt and Company, New York, 1932.
TEE EVIDENCE BEARING ON MAN'S EVOLUTION: A simple and comprehensive presentation.
Ales Hrdlioka
Annual Report 1927
Smithsonian Institute, Washington, D. C.
A-BAM'S ANCESTORS: An up-to-date outline of what is known about
the origin of man,
L. S. B. Leakey
Longmans Green and Company, New York, 1934.
THE SPREAD OF ABORIGINAL MAN TO NORTE AMERICA:
Ernst Antevs
No.2., pages 302-309, April 1935
Geographical Review.

li
ORIGIN Al.TJ ANTIQUITY OF THE AI.ffiRICAN INDIANS
Ales Hadlicka
Annual Report 1923, page 481,
Smithsonian Institute, Washington, D. C,,
ARCHAEOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA
Paul S. Martin
Department of Anthropology, Guide Part 2,
Field Museum of Natural History
Field Museum Press, Chicago, 1933.

PREHISTORIC

PEOPLES

OF

THE

SOUTHWEST

A SURVEY OF SOUTH.TESTERN AKHAEOLOGY
Frank H. H. Roberts Jr.
Vol. 37, No. 1, Part 1, January-March 1935
American Anthropologist, Menasha, 1935
NATIVE CuETURES OF THE SOUTHWEST
A. L. Kroeber
American Archaeology and Ethnology Publication.
Volume 23, No. 9, pages 375-398.
University of California, Berkeley, 1928.
DIGGING IN THE SOUTHVffiST
Ann Axtell Morris
Doubleday Doran Company, Garden City, 1934.
PERIODS OF PUEBLO CULTURE AND HISTORY
Frederic H. Douglas
Department of Art, Leaflet No. 11,
Denver Art Museum, Denver, 1930.
STAGES IN NORTHERN ARIZONA PREHISTORY
Harold S. Colton
Museum Notes
Volume 8, No. 1, July 1935,
Museum of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff, 1935.
PREHISTORIC COTTON FABRICS OF ARIZONA
J. C. McGregor
Museum Notes, Volume 4, No. 2, August, 1931
Museum of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff, 1931.

iii

LIFE IN PUEBLO II. (Ca. 700-1000 A.D.)
Katharine Bartlett
Museum Notes,
Volume 6, No. 3, September, 1933.
Museum of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff, 1933.
PREHISTORIC PUEBLO FOODS
Katharine Bartlett
Museum Notes,
Volume 4, No. 4, October, 1931.
Museum of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff, 1931
THE PUEBLO GOLDEN AGE
Frederic H. Douglas
Department of Art Leaflet No. 14.
Denver Art Museum, Denver, 1930.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL

METHODS

AND

TECHNIQUES

ANCIENT HUNTERS AND THEIR MODERN REPRESENTATIVES: The forepart deals with the methods of dating fossil man in
Europe•
Vfilliam Johnson Sollas
Macmillan and Co., London, 1924.
DIGGING UP THE PAST
C. Leonard Wbolley
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1931.
GYPSUM CAVE, NEVADA
M. R. Harrington
Southwest Museum Papers, No. 8, April, 1933,
Southwest Museum, Los Angeles, 1933.
AN UNUSUAL BURIAL IN MESA HOUSE RUIN
Louis Sohellbach 3rd
Southwest Museum Papers, No. 4, pps. 93-105, Juno
Southwest Museum, Los Angeles, 1930.
TREE RING DATING: Dating Southwestern ruins by the tree ring
method.
J. C. McGregor
Museum Notes,
Volume 3, No. 4, October, 1930.
Museum of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff, 1930,

iv

THE SECRET OF THE SOUTHWEST SOLVED BY TALKATIVE TREE RINGS
Andrew Elliott Douglas
Volume 56, Pages 736-770, December, 1929.
National Geographic Magazine, Washington, D. C. 1929
GUIDE LEAFLET FOR AMATEUR ARCHAEOLOGISTS
Division of Anthropology and Phychology
Committee on State Archaeological Surveys
Reprint and Circular Series No. 93.
National Research Council, 1930.

AMERICAN

INDIANS

GENERALLY

THE AMERICAN INDIAN: An introduction to the Anthropology of
the New World.
Clark Wissler
Oxford University Press, 1922.
THE STORY OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN
Paul Radin
Boni and Liveright, Hew York, 1927
THE AMERICAN INDIA! FRONTIER
William Christie I.Iacleod
Alfred A. Knopf, Hew York, 1928

INDIANS

OF

THE

SOUTHWEST

INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST
Pliny Earle Goddard
Handbook Series, No, 2.
American Museum of Natural History, New York, 1913
INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST
George 0. Dor3ey
Passenger Department
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad, 1903.
TECHNIQUE OF THE'MAJOR HOPI CRAFTS
Mary-Russell F. Colton
Museum Notes,
Volume 3, No. 12, June, 1931
Museum of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff, 1931
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